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> Enhanced developer experience 

> Ansible development tools
> Red Hat Developer Hub
> Developer spaces
> AI for automation 

> Automation applications 

> Automation content 
experiences 

> State management for AAP

CREATE MANAGE 

> Ansible as a Service: AWS

> Unified platform experience

> Containerized AAP

> Policy as Code initiatives for 
Governance, Risk + Compliance 
(GRC)

SCALE

> Automation mesh for cloud 
deployments 

> Event-Driven Ansible 
improvements 

> SSO + RBAC
> Credential management
> High Availability, 

performance and scale

> Availability on mission critical 
infrastructure

What’s coming in 2024
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Ansible development tools> Enhanced developer  
experience:
Ansible development     
tools

 

Goal: 
Deliver comprehensive suite 
automation development 
capabilities

Who: 
Developers, automation 
engineers

CLI tools* Automation content 
navigator

Execution 
environment 

builder

Packaged, supported, and opinionated collection of enterprise-grade 
capabilities to enable automation developers in the building, testing, and 

deployment of Ansible content.

ansible-builder ansible-navigator

ansible-dev-tools

*Ansible Molecule, ansible-lint, 
ansible-creator, pytest-ansible, 
tox-ansible, ansible-dev-environment, 
and ansible-sign.
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Red Hat Developer Hub for Ansible 

> Development portal with self-service access to golden paths / 
templates, services, and documentation for common use cases.

> Provides an opinionated framework based on Red Hat expertise that 
aligns teams around a shared UI and approach. 

> Flexibility to create customized golden paths or use Red Hat 
opinionated templates with recommended tools, documentation, etc. 

> Helps ensure security and trust in automation by enabling customers 
with golden paths that meet their unique requirements. 

> Can initiate a custom IDE in customer's enterprise or Dev Spaces 
environments with VS Code

> Enhanced developer  
experience: 
Red Hat Developer Hub

Goal: 
Single entrypoint for 
automation development 

Who: 
Developers, automation 
engineers

When: 
2H
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> Enhanced developer 
experience: 
AI for automation

>

Goal:
Harness AI to empower
engineers to create,
manage and scale their
automation more
efficiently 

Who: 
Developers, automation
engineers, operators,
platform admins

When: Available now, with 
improvements introduced 
continually

Create | Red Hat Ansible Lightspeed

> On-premises capability (IBM WCA) - 1H ‘24
> Full Ansible Playbook generation - 1H ‘24

Adopt | DevOps Integration

> Ansible Risk Insights integration
> Pipeline integration and REST APIs

Maintain | Ansible Codebot 

> General availability + full support - Q1 ‘24
> Gitlab and Bitbucket integrations - H2 ‘24
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Automation 
controller

Private 
automation 

hub

Event-Driven 
Ansible 

Controller

Unified 
platform 

experience

✓ Consistent and centralized webUI for 
operators, developers and platform 
administrators
 

✓ Consistent and centralized API

✓ Centralized authentication/authorization 

✓ Centralized role based access controls 
(RBAC)

✓ New and improved Day 2 ops management

Goal: 
Simplify the platform 
experience for all users

Who:
Automation engineers, 
Operators, Platform Admins, 
Automation architects

> Unified platform 
experience

> Containerized AAP

> Policy as Code initiatives 
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Ansible Site 1 (active)

> Unified platform 
experience

> Containerized AAP

> Policy as Code initiatives 

Ansible Automation platform on RHEL can 
take advantage of Red Hat’s container 

technology, so we can now fit multiple 
services on a single instance!

Goal: 
Simplify management and 
operations for the platform 
engineer

Who:
Platform engineers

Easy to scale up Ansible Automation Platform 

Single Server Highly Available 
Reference Architecture

Intermediate Architecture

Automation 
controller EDA Private automation hub

Ansible Site 2 (passive)
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> Unified platform 
experience

> Containerized AAP

> Policy as Code 
initiatives 

> Check policy enforcement 
during the development 
cycle

> Standardised policy schema 
and format based on YAML

> Ansible Lightspeed integration 
to accelerate development

> Integration into Ansible plugins 
for Integrated Development 
Environments (IDE)s

> Provide an integrated 
mechanism for policy 
enforcement based on 
unique needs

> Discretionary or mandatory 
checks before or during 
automation runs

> Hook into a wider ecosystem 
for defining, selecting, finding 
and using policies for checks 
and enforcement 

> Reporting mechanisms to 
aid in compliance status 
and audit tracking.

> Output to common output 
data schemas to allow third 
party tools easy access to 
results

> Customizable alerts and 
notifications for policy status

Goal: 
Extend AAP directly into the 
realms of governance, risk 
and compliance (GRC)

Who: 
Developers, Operators +  
Admins. CISO, CAIO.*
*New avenue for C-suite 
conversations. 

Policy as Code for GRC

Governance Risk Compliance 
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> Event-Driven Ansible: 
SSO + RBAC

> Availability on mission critical 
infrastructure

Goal: Unified UI experience

Who: All platform users

When: Q2, 2.5 release
Work In Progress - Example
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> Event-Driven Ansible: 
SSO + RBAC

> Availability on mission 
critical infrastructure

Goal: Ensure that AAP is 
available on more architectures.

Who: All AAP roles and users

When: Available Today

Availability on mission critical infrastructure architectures 

✓ Install AAP and the components on more than just x86.

✓ Also support for all IBM z/OS* and Power 
environments**

✓ Full support for all architectures as of AAP 2.4
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Red Hat Internal only 

Product lifecycle updates 

  3 year support cycle 

 Annual cadence for major releases
+ Z streamless updates 

Beta channel 
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linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat

15

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise 

open source software solutions. Award-winning support, 

training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted 

adviser to the Fortune 500. 

Thank you
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